
W.U.M.A WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018 

WUMA BOXING       TENS RULING SYSTEM          Matches are three x two minute rounds. 
The fight is scored by three judges on a ten-point must system (The winner of each round receives ten 
points, and the loser receives nine or less. If the round is even, both competitors receive ten points).   
 
MATCH ENDS    
Matches end by Knockout, Technical Knockout, Decision, Disqualification, Draw or No Contest.  
The referee and the doctor/Medic have authority to stop the fight. 
 
DRAW  
After a draw, an extra Two minute round. The judges' decision will come from this last round.   
DRAW: If there is still a draw, the judges will decide a winner based on the flow of the entire match, 
considering even the slightest difference.   A fight can only end in a draw if both fighters go down at the 
same time and cannot get up. 
TKO   Three knockdowns in a round ends the contest, declared a “TKO” Technical Knockout. 
 
MANDATORY EIGHT COUNT   
The mandatory eight count is in effect (regardless when the fallen fighter rises, the referee must count to 
at least "eight" on all knockdowns). 
 
SCORING AREAS 
The Face & Side of head, Front & Side of Torso. 
 
FOULS IN WUMA BOXING 
The following actions are considered fouls:  
Using the head or elbow to deliver a blow - Attacking the opponent in the back, groin, Knee, Throat, back 
and top of head.  Delivering wrestling or judo throwing - Thumbing, choking or biting the opponent. 
Attacking the opponent while he is down or in the process of getting up - Attacking the opponent after 
the referee calls a break - Holding the ropes - Using offensive language to the referee - Voluntarily exiting 
the ring during the course of a match - Charging inside the opponent's arms with the head held low 
(inducing a head-butt) - Fighting in a passive manner (without attacking), including continuous holding 
and clinching - Attacking more than once while holding. 

A fighter is penalized as follows: Caution – verbal reprimand by the referee - Warning , fighter is shown a yellow 
card or Point Deduction’s or fighter is shown a red card and disqualified 
A red card can be shown automatically & disqualified if a fighter commits a foul with malicious intent. 

EQUIPMENT      

12oz Boxing Gloves    Gum Shields compulsory.   Headguards are a choice. 

COMPLAINTS PROCEEDURES 

Complaints or disputes must be directed to the Chief Referee or the event Promoter. 

Only official Coaches or named Association representatives may complain or dispute a decision. 

          At no time must Referees or table officials be subjected to disputes or complaints.                                                                 

Any dispute or complaint must be made immediately after the incident. 

Only genuine disputes will be investigated, a simple “my student should have won” will not be. 

Every effort will be made to keep the correct divisions however if less than 3 competitors then the 

competitors could be amalgamated into another category at the organisers discretion.       

  

 THE CHIEF REFEREES DECISION WILL BE FINAL. 

 



W.U.M.A WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018 

WUMA K1 TENS RULING SYSTEM          Matches are three x two minute rounds. 
The fight is scored by three judges on a ten-point must system (The winner of each round receives ten 
points, and the loser receives nine or less. If the round is even, both competitors receive ten points).   
 
MATCH ENDS    
Matches end by Knockout, Technical Knockout, Decision, Disqualification, Draw or No Contest.  
The referee and the doctor/Medic have authority to stop the fight. 
 
DRAW  
After a draw, an extra Two minute round. The judges' decision will come from this last round.   
DRAW: If there is still a draw, the judges will decide a winner based on the flow of the entire match, 
considering even the slightest difference.   A fight can only end in a draw if both fighters go down at the 
same time and cannot get up. 
TKO   Three knockdowns in a round ends the contest, declared a “TKO” Technical Knockout. 
 
MANDATORY EIGHT COUNT   
The mandatory eight count is in effect (regardless when the fallen fighter rises, the referee must count to 
at least "eight" on all knockdowns). 
 
SCORING AREAS 
The Face & Side of head, Front & Side of Torso, Inside the leg just above the knee, Outside of whole of leg 
except the Knee.  
Using a Knee to Trunk of body. 
 

FOULS IN WUMA K1 
The following actions are considered fouls:  
Using the head or elbow to deliver a blow - Attacking the opponent in the back, groin, Knee, Throat, back 
and top of head.  Delivering wrestling or judo throwing - Thumbing, choking or biting the opponent. 
Attacking the opponent while he is down or in the process of getting up - Attacking the opponent after 
the referee calls a break - Holding the ropes - Using offensive language to the referee - Voluntarily exiting 
the ring during the course of a match - Delivering a spinning back fist. - Charging inside the opponent's 
arms with the head held low (inducing a head-butt) - Fighting in a passive manner (without attacking), 
including continuous holding and clinching - Attacking more than once while holding the opponent's 
kicking leg, or while holding the opponent's neck with both hands 

A fighter is penalized as follows: Caution – verbal reprimand by the referee - Warning , fighter is shown a yellow 
card - Point Deduction’s or fighter is shown a red card and disqualified 
A red card can be shown automatically & disqualified if a fighter commits a foul with malicious intent. 

EQUIPMENT    12oz Boxing Gloves (Shin guards or Shin & Instep optional)   Gum Shields compulsory. 

COMPLAINTS PROCEEDURES 

Complaints or disputes must be directed to the Chief Referee or the event Promoter. 

Only official Coaches or named Association representatives may complain or dispute a decision. 

          At no time must Referees or table officials be subjected to disputes or complaints.                                                                 

Any dispute or complaint must be made immediately after the incident. 

Only genuine disputes will be investigated, a simple “my student should have won” will not be. 

Every effort will be made to keep the correct divisions however if less than 3 competitors then the 

competitors could be amalgamated into another category at the organisers discretion.       

  

 THE CHIEF REFEREES DECISION WILL BE FINAL. 



W.U.M.A WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018 

WUMA  FULL-CONTACT  KICKS ABOVE THE WAIST    TENS RULING SYSTEM    -  Matches are three x two minute rounds. 

The fight is scored by three judges on a ten-point must system (The winner of each round receives ten 
points, and the loser receives nine or less. If the round is even, both competitors receive ten points).   
 
MATCH ENDS    
Matches end by Knockout, Technical Knockout, Decision, Disqualification, Draw or No Contest.  
The referee and the doctor/Medic have authority to stop the fight. 
 
DRAW  
After a draw, an extra Two minute round. The judges' decision will come from this last round.   
DRAW: If there is still a draw, the judges will decide a winner based on the flow of the entire match, 
considering even the slightest difference.   A fight can only end in a draw if both fighters go down at the 
same time and cannot get up. 
TKO   Three knockdowns in a round ends the contest, declared a “TKO” Technical Knockout. 
 
MANDATORY EIGHT COUNT   
The mandatory eight count is in effect (regardless when the fallen fighter rises, the referee must count to 
at least "eight" on all knockdowns). 
 
SCORING AREAS 
The Face & Side of head, Front & Side of Torso, Back of Ankle for a foot sweep. 
 

FOULS IN WUMA FULL-CONTACT 
The following actions are considered fouls:  
Kicking below the waist, Using the head or elbow to deliver a blow - Attacking the opponent in the back, 
groin, Knee, Throat, back and top of head.  Delivering wrestling or judo throwing - Thumbing, choking or 
biting the opponent. Attacking the opponent while he is down or in the process of getting up - Attacking 
the opponent after the referee calls a break - Holding the ropes - Using offensive language to the referee 
- Voluntarily exiting the ring during the course of a match - Delivering a spinning back fist. - Charging 
inside the opponent's arms with the head held low (inducing a head-butt) - Fighting in a passive manner 
(without attacking), including continuous holding and clinching - Attacking more than once while holding 
the opponent's kicking leg, or while holding the opponent's neck with both hands 

A fighter is penalized as follows: Caution – verbal reprimand by the referee - Warning , fighter is shown a yellow 
card or Point Deduction’s or fighter is shown a red card and disqualified 
A red card can be shown automatically & disqualified if a fighter commits a foul with malicious intent. 

EQUIPMENT      

12oz Boxing Gloves (Shin guards & Boots)   Gum Shields compulsory. (Headguards are a choice) 

COMPLAINTS PROCEEDURES 

Complaints or disputes must be directed to the Chief Referee or the event Promoter. 

Only official Coaches or named Association representatives may complain or dispute a decision. 

          At no time must Referees or table officials be subjected to disputes or complaints.                                                                 

Any dispute or complaint must be made immediately after the incident. 

Only genuine disputes will be investigated, a simple “my student should have won” will not be. 

Every effort will be made to keep the correct divisions however if less than 3 competitors then the 

competitors could be amalgamated into another category at the organisers discretion.       

  

 THE CHIEF REFEREES DECISION WILL BE FINAL. 


